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As biochemists have become more interested in the pathways of metabolism and mechanisms of control in a wider range of living systems, it has become apparent that, although there are many features in common to organisms inhabiting different environments, a variety of adaptations or refinements has been necessary so as to enable particular species to perform efficiently under the widely differing and often rapidly changing conditions to which they are exposed. Some of the more fully documented examples of these adaptations, including modifications in enzyme structure, function and activity, alteration in membrane lipids and performance and the substitution of one class of carrier molecule by another, are discussed in this volume.

List of contents and authors:

Chairman's Introduction by C. J. Duncan.
Design of Metabolic and Enzymic Machinery to Fit Lifestyle and Environment by P. W. Hochachka.
Temperature: A 'Shaping Force' in Protein Evolution by G. N. Somero and P. S. Low.
Temperature Adaptation in Fish by M. W. Smith.
Substrate Cycles in Metabolic Regulation and in Heat Generation by E. A. Newsholme and B. Crabtree.
Biochemical Adaptations for Flight in the Insect by B. Sacktor.
Facultative Anaerobiosis in Molluscs by A. de Zwaan, J. H. F. M. Kluytmans and D. I. Zandee.
Metabolic Consequences of Submersion Asphyxia in Mammals and Birds by A. S. Blix.
Adaptations with Respect to Salinity by E. Schoffeniels.
Adaptations of Enzymes for Regulation of Catalytic Function by D. E. Atkinson.
PERSPECTIVES IN TOXINOTOLOGY
edited by A.W. Bernheimer, New York University Medical Center.
Twelve leading authorities discuss the latest findings in the study of bacterial and other toxins, including new advances in identification of gangliosides as receptors for certain toxins, use of the limulus lysate assay for estimation of endotoxin and its clinical applications, and mechanisms of plant toxins. (Developments in Medical Microbiology & Infectious Diseases Series)
0471 01855 4 218 pages December 1977 $27.95/£16.50

NUCLEIC ACID CHEMISTRY
New or Improved Synthetic Procedures, Methods and Techniques
This presents a collation of new or improved synthetic procedures, methods, and techniques in the field of nucleic acid chemistry. It provides an up-to-date source of information on all of the important aspects of the subject, written by experienced research workers in the field.
0471 88090 6 approx. 700 pages In Press approx. $47.60/£28.10

ENZYMES: PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES
by H. Guttfrued, Director of Laboratory of Molecular Enzymology, University of Bristol.
This provides essential physical chemistry needed for the study of modern biochemistry and of enzymes.
0471 33716 1 254 pages July 1975 (cloth) $16.80/£8.70
0471 33715 3 " " April 1972 (paper) $6.50/£3.70

FUNDAMENTALS OF GENERAL, ORGANIC, AND BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
by J.R. Holm, Augsburg College.
This expands on material presented in Holm's "Elements of General and Biological Chemistry" and includes more information on inorganic chemistry, nutrition, plastics in medicine, and biochemistry, while retaining the emphasis on the molecular basis of life. It focuses on background chemistry necessary for future workers in allied health fields.
0471 40873 5 approx. 750 pages In Press approx. $18.35/£10.70

TOPICS IN ENZYME AND FERMENTATION BIOTECHNOLOGY Vol. 2
edited by A. Wiseman, Department of Biochemistry, University of Surrey.
In the second volume of this series attention has been given to the balance of presentation between aspects of enzyme biotechnology. An interdisciplinary approach is favoured and subjects covered include the use of immobilised enzymes, the stability problems of enzymes in use and in storage, and the biological treatment of industrial waste water viewed as a fermentation process. It relates also to the utilisation of enzymes in many industries, including pharmaceutics, food, textiles and paper.
085312 052 8 approx. 300 pages In Press approx. $28.50/£15.00
Published by Ellis Horwood Ltd., Chichester, and distributed by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

A TREATISE ON DINITROGEN FIXATION:
Sections 1 and 2: Inorganic and Physical Chemistry and Biochemistry
This is a comprehensive, interdisciplinary reference work which combines recent advances with earlier work. It is designed to facilitate the exploration of biological and abiological dinitrogen fixation and the development of technology for the provision of fixed nitrogen.
0471 35134 2 approx. 768 pages In Press approx. $50.80/£30.00

IMMUNOCHEMISTRY: An Advanced Textbook
This volume gives an up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of the broad field of immunochemistry. Although there are many specialised texts and reviews of aspects of this fast-developing area of biomedical research, no single volume exists to meet the need for a general treatment of the subject. The book will be of particular value to undergraduates and postgraduates in both science and medical faculties, and to researchers in immunochemistry and other areas of immunology.
0471 99508 8 approx. 612 pages In Press approx. $44.00/£23.00
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Enzymes Microorganism | Recognition Sequence | No. of Cleavage Sites on λ-DNA | Catalytic Activity Concentration (units/ml) | Pack Size (units) | Cat. No.
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Alu I | A. luteus | AG/CT | >50 | 4.6 x 10^3 | 5 x 10^2 | 239 275
Bam HI | B. amyloliquefaciens H | G/GATCC | 5 | 3.9 x 10^3 | 5 x 10^2 | 220 612
Eco RI | E. coli BS 5 | G/AATTC | 5 | 3.9 x 10^4 | 10^4 | 200 310
Hind II | H. influenzae Rd | GTPy/PuAC | 34 | 1.4 x 10^3 | 10^2 | 220 540
Hind III | H. influenzae Rd | A/AGCTT | 6 | 5-15 x 10^3 | 10^3 | 220 523
Hpa II | H. parainfluenzae | C/CGG | >50 | 1.4 x 10^3 | 5 x 10^2 | 239 291
Pst I | P. stuartii 164 | CTGCA/G | 18 | 1.4 x 10^3 | 3 x 10^2 | 239 313
Sma I | S. marcescens S1 | CCC/GGG | 3 | 1.25 x 10^4 | 10^3 | 220 566
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